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Abstract
The practice of hypothesizing after results are known (HARKing) has been identified as a potential threat to the credibility of
research results. We conducted simulations using input values based on comprehensive meta-analyses and reviews in applied
psychology and management (e.g., strategic management studies) to determine the extent to which two forms of HARKing
behaviors might plausibly bias study outcomes and to examine the determinants of the size of this effect. When HARKing
involves cherry-picking, which consists of searching through data involving alternative measures or samples to find the results
that offer the strongest possible support for a particular hypothesis or research question, HARKing has only a small effect on
estimates of the population effect size. When HARKing involves question trolling, which consists of searching through data
involving several different constructs, measures of those constructs, interventions, or relationships to find seemingly notable
results worth writing about, HARKing produces substantial upward bias particularly when it is prevalent and there are many
effects from which to choose. Results identify the precise circumstances under which different forms of HARKing behaviors are
more or less likely to have a substantial impact on a study’s substantive conclusions and the field’s cumulative knowledge. We
offer suggestions for authors, consumers of research, and reviewers and editors on how to understand, minimize, detect, and deter
detrimental forms of HARKing in future research.
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The scientific method usually follows a hypothetico-deductive
model, in which a researcher uses theory, existing research, past
experience, or even conjecture to formulate hypotheses that are
then tested. As Kerr (1998) noted, researchers sometimes follow
a different path, looking at data and results first, generating a post
hoc hypothesis that fits these results, and using this same set of
results to Btest^ those post hoc hypotheses, a phenomenon he
labeled hypothesizing after the results are known, or HARKing.
In recent years, a number of studies have examined and
commented on the incidence, probable causes, and implications
for research and theory development of HARKing in manage-
ment, applied psychology, and related fields (Aguinis, Cascio, &

Ramani, 2017; Aguinis, Ramani, & Alabduljader, in press;
Banks et al., 2016a; Banks, Rogelberg, Woznyj, Landis, &
Rupp, 2016b; Bedeian, Taylor, & Miller, 2010; Bettis, Ethiraj,
Gambardella, Helfat, & Mitchell, 2016; Bosco, Aguinis, Field,
Pierce, & Dalton, 2016; Fanelli, 2009; Grand et al., in press;
Hitchcock & Sober, 2004; Hollenbeck & Wright, 2017; Lipton,
2005; Leung, 2011; O’Boyle, Banks, & Gonzalez-Mulé, 2017;
Shaw, 2017;White, 2003; Wright, 2016). The goals of our study
are to understand the extent to which two forms of HARKing
that appear to be particularly prevalent and troublesome produce
bias in results and conclusions and the field’s cumulative knowl-
edge and to understand the determinants and boundary condi-
tions of this bias.

HARKing is not merely a hypothetical concern. Over 90% of
respondents in Bedeian et al.’s (2010) survey of research practices
inmanagement indicated they had knowledge of facultymembers
who had developed hypotheses after results were known. Results
from a number of studies suggest that at least 30% of researchers
admit to engaging in HARKing (Fanelli, 2009; John,
Loewenstein, & Prelec, 2012). John et al. (2012) conducted a
survey involving 2155 academic psychologists regarding nine
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questionable research practices including Breporting an unexpect-
ed finding as having been predicted from the start.^ John et al.
(2012) asked (1) whether they had engaged in those practices
(self-admission rate), (2) the percentage of other psychologists
who had engaged in those practices (prevalence estimate), and
(3) among those psychologists who had, the percentage that
would admit to having done so (admission estimate). For this type
of HARKing, the self-admission rate was about 30%, but the
estimated prevalence rate was about 50%, and the admission
estimate was about 90%. Finally, O’Boyle et al. (2017) presented
particularly striking evidence of the frequency of HARKing,
showing that dissertation hypotheses do not match their later pub-
lished versions in as many as 70% of cases.

Because HARKing starts with results and then works back-
wards to develop a hypothesis, it is likely that the conclusions
reached in that study will not be representative. That is, a re-
searcher who scans the data to find a result that might become
the genesis for an interesting hypothesis is unlikely to focus on
trivial effects or null findings and is more likely to seize upon
results that appear potentially important. This process of selecting
noteworthy (i.e., statistically significant, large) results as a basis
for generating and purporting to test hypotheses should lead to a
bias toward statistically significant as well as large rather than
statistically non-significant and small effects. If HARKing is in-
deed at least somewhat common, the biases HARKing intro-
duces to any particular study could lead to systematic biases in
the cumulative knowledge of entire research literatures.

While concerns about HARKing are widespread and there is
growing empirical evidence regarding the frequency of
HARKing, remarkably little is known about how much
differenceHARKing is likely tomake or the circumstances under
which HARKing is likely to be a serious systematic problem or
simply an isolated nuisance. That is, we know that HARKing is
an ethical concern (Honig, Lampel, Siegel, & Drnevich, 2014;
Leung, 2011;Wasserman, 2013), but it is not always clearwheth-
er, or under what conditions, different forms of HARKing are a
substantive concern in terms of a study’s results and conclusions
and the field’s cumulative knowledge.

Different Forms of HARKing

There are many forms of author misconduct that might lead to
the publication of unrepresentative results, ranging from p
fishing (i.e., trying multiple statistical tests to find one in
which p < .05) to outright fabrication (Banks et al., 2016b;
Bettis et al., 2016; Neuroskeptic, 2012). HARKing is often
listed as an example of a questionable research practice, but
there are several forms of HARKing behavior, some of which
might pose more significant concerns than others.

Table 1 summarizes a taxonomy including four types of
HARKing. First, there is hypothesis proliferation, which oc-
curs when authors add hypotheses to their study after the

results have come in. This particular form of HARKing adds
more luster to a result that was not part of the original concep-
tual design of a study, but it does not necessarily introduce bias
into the research literature as long as the results in question are
ones that would probably have been reported as part of the
descriptive statistics customarily included in research reports
(e.g., table including correlations between all study variables).
Thus, this type of HARKing may not do much to distort the
cumulative body of research in a field.

Second, authors might engage in THARKing (transparently
HARKing; Hollenbeck & Wright, 2017). For example, au-
thors may describe in an article’s discussion section that par-
ticular hypotheses were based on the data they collected for
their study. Hollenbeck and Wright (2017) argued that
THARKing is not only ethical, but also likely to be beneficial,
particularly if the hypotheses thus developed can subsequently
be tested with an independent study.

Third, authors may engage in cherry-picking, which con-
sists of searching through data involving alternative measures
or samples to find the results that offer the strongest possible
support for a particular hypothesis or research question a study
was designed to investigate. The practice of data snooping in
search of statistically significant or noteworthy results has
been documented to be pervasive in many fields including
finance (e.g., Lo & MacKinlay, 1990), applied psychology
(Wing, 1982), international business (Aguinis et al., 2017),
strategic management studies (e.g., Bergh, Sharp, Aguinis,
& Li, 2017; Bettis et al., 2016), and other psychology sub-
fields (Wilkinson, L., & Task Force on Statistical Inference,
1999). Cherry-picking the best possible outcome out of a set
of multiple results all aimed at the same research question of
hypothesis certainly presents ethical concerns, but it is not
clear how much bias it might introduce.

Finally, HARKing can take the form we label question
trolling, which consists of searching through data involving
several different constructs, measures of those constructs, in-
terventions, or relationships to find seemingly notable results

Table 1 A taxonomy of HARKing behaviors

Less problematic—little potential to bias cumulative knowledge

1. Hypothesis proliferation: An author adds hypotheses to a study after
data are collected and analyzed to place added emphasis on a result that
was not part of the original conceptual design but was nevertheless
going to be reported in the manuscript (e.g., correlation table).

2. THARKing: An author is likely to transparently HARK in the
discussion section of a paper by forming new hypotheses on the basis
of results obtained (Hollenbeck & Wright, 2017).

More problematic—great potential to bias cumulative knowledge

3.Cherry-picking: An author searches through data involving alternative
measures or samples to find the results that offer the strongest possible
support for a particular hypothesis or research question.

4. Question trolling: An author searches through data involving several
different constructs, measures of those constructs, interventions, or
relationships to find seemingly notable results worth writing about.
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worth writing about. The question trolling form of HARKing
distorts the research process in two ways. First, rather than
starting with a research question and proceeding to collect
relevant data, researchers who engage in this form of
HARKing allow the data to tell them which question is most
likely to lead to a noteworthy result, thus bypassing the most
important step in the research process—the conceptual devel-
opment of a question that is worth attempting to answer. This
type of HARKing will also introduce bias into the cumulative
scientific literature, potentially a good deal more bias com-
pared to cherry-picking.

Cherry-picking can be thought of as a special case of ques-
tion trolling. Cherry-picking involves choosing the most fa-
vorable result out of a number of sample statistics that are all
designed to estimate the same population parameter, whereas
question trolling involves choosing the most favorable result
out of a number of sample statistics that estimate several dif-
ferent population parameters (i.e., different relations among
different sets of variables). In this sense, cherry-picking in-
volves selectively choosing from a set of values in which there
is variability between studies all aimed at estimating the same
underlying population value. On the other hand, question
trolling involves selectively choosing among a set of values
in which there is variability due to both differences in esti-
mates of a population parameter in studies that all focus on the
same question as well as differences in values of the popula-
tion parameters that underlie the different questions, different
variables, or different relationships.

Hypothesis proliferation and THARKing are not likely to
introduce serious biases into the scientific literature, and hy-
pothesis proliferation qualifies only as a questionable research
practice due to lack of transparency. However, cherry-picking
and question trolling have the potential to be serious sources
of bias due to a process of systematically and proactively
selecting the largest possible effect size estimates from several
available. In our study, we use simulations to estimate the
amount of bias and distortion from these two latter
HARKing behaviors that can reasonably be expected to create
across a range of realistic situations.

Simulation is a particularly appropriate method for tackling
this problem because HARKing can be difficult to identify
and isolate in the field. Simulations can help researchers iden-
tify situations in which cherry-picking and question trolling
are or are not likely to seriously distort research findings and
can help illustrate both the practical effects of these HARKing
behaviors and the conditions under which these forms of
HARKing are most likely to lead to systematic biases.

We designed a simulation study using input values derived
from comprehensive meta-analyses to determine the extent to
which cherry-picking and question trolling could plausibly
produce a meaningful bias in the conclusions reached in stud-
ies (i.e., estimated effect sizes) and our cumulative knowledge
and to investigate the determinants of this bias. Examining

these issues will help researchers, consumers of research,
and editors and reviewers understand the potential negative
consequences of these forms of HARKing and determine the
best practices and policies to prevent, deter, or at least mini-
mize detrimental forms of HARKing in the future. More gen-
erally, an analysis of the factors that determine the amount of
bias cherry-picking and question trolling might reasonably
introduce into the scientific literature may help in understand-
ing the types of studies and research literatures that are partic-
ularly vulnerable to these forms of HARKing.

Determinants of Bias Produced
by Cherry-Picking and Question Trolling

Because both cherry-picking and question trolling systematically
capitalize on what are sometimes simple chance fluctuations in
the effect size estimates produced by different samples or mea-
sures (Aguinis et al., 2017), some of the effects of these
HARKing behaviors are likely to be systematically related to
features of the studies themselves. In particular, we expect that
the bias produced by cherry-picking and question trolling will
depend on four factors: (1) sample size, (2) the size of the pool of
sample results the researcher has to choose from, (3) the hetero-
geneity of the population effects that underlie that pool of sample
statistics, and (4) the prevalence of the forms of HARKing be-
havior studied here.

Sample Size

The smaller the sample, the more variability one expects in
sample statistics, and therefore, the larger the opportunity for a
biased sampling procedure to lead to results that deviate sharp-
ly from the population effect. We expect the degree of over-
estimation of population effects to be strongly related to N
and, in particular, to be a linear function of the reciprocal of
the square root of N (i.e., 1

ffiffiffi

N
p ). Our rationale is that the stan-

dard errors of most statistics, such as correlation and regres-
sion coefficients, that are used to test study hypotheses are a
function of the square root of N. For example, our study ex-
amines the extent to which cherry-picking and question
trolling bias estimates of the population correlation between
some pair of variables, X and Y. The standard error of the
Fisher’s z transformation of the correlation coefficient (in the
range of values studied here, R is essentially identical to z in
value) is 1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

N−3
p . Similarly, if a study tested the hypothesis that

the means in two samples (with sample variances of s1
2 and

s2
2, respectively) are functions of the square root of N, the

standard error of the difference between the two means would

be
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

s21
N þ s21

N

q

. Many other statistics follow this same general

form, in which the standard error is a function of the square
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root of N. As N decreases and the standard error increases, the
likelihood that the most favorable study result (i.e., statistical-
ly significant and large) will deviate sharply from the popula-
tion effect it estimates increases, meaning that there should be
systematically more bias when N is small.

Size of the Pool of Sample Results
from which to Choose

All other things being equal, a researcher who scans a set of
ten sample statistics before selecting one as the basis for his or
her post hoc hypothesis will have more opportunities to seri-
ously overestimate population effects than another researcher
who scans a set of just three sample statistics. We use the term
Bpool of results^ to refer to the total number of statistical
results available to a researcher from which to choose. We
do not have a firm basis for predicting a specific functional
form, but we do expect that cherry-picking and question
trolling effects will be a monotonic function of the size of
the pool of results scanned by a researcher looking to generate
a result-based hypothesis.

Heterogeneity of Population Effects

Cherry-picking involves selectively reporting the most favorable
results from different samples ormeasures that are all designed to
address the same research question, which implies that the pop-
ulation effect all of these different sample results are designed to
estimate is the same. That is, cherry-picking involves homoge-
neous effects (i.e., one in which there is a single population pa-
rameter underlying all sample results and in which the major
source of variation in the results the researcher scans is sampling
error). For example, suppose a researcher is interested in the
correlation between individual self-esteem and commitment to
the organization and has three self-esteem measures and three
commitment measures. This combination of measures would
produce nine separate estimates of the same population correla-
tion between self-esteem and commitment. If the researcher
chose to discuss only one pair of measures that led to the largest
observed correlation, that choice would create an upward bias in
estimating the population correlation between these two
constructs.

Question trolling involves a more complex scenario in which
a researcher scans findings from a dataset that covers a diverse set
of constructs, measures, constructs, interventions, or relation-
ships. Then, the researcher searches for the most favorable result
and uses it to create a post hoc hypothesis. For example, a re-
searcher working with survey data or an archival data set might
have access to many variables, and if he or she scans the results
ofmany different analyses to choose the variables that seemmost
strongly related or the interventions that seem to have the largest
effects to be the focus of his or her study, this choice will create
systematic upward biases in estimating the relevant population

parameters. In contrast to cherry-picking, question trolling in-
volves heterogeneous effects because even the choice of what
to study is driven by sample results in which the underlying
population effects are heterogeneous (i.e., if the data set includes
three variables, X, Yand Z, it is likely that ρxy, ρxz, and ρyz are not
all identical values). The greater the heterogeneity of population
effects underlying a set of sample results, the greater the oppor-
tunity to find some sample result that deviates far from (i.e., is
much larger than) the average of the population effects (i.e.,
expected value).

Prevalence of Cherry-Picking and Question Trolling

As noted earlier, several studies have presented evidence that
some forms of HARKing are common (Bosco et al., 2016;
Fanelli, 2009; John et al., 2012; O’Boyle et al., 2017) and
estimates have typically ranged from 30 to 70%. However,
these studies have not been sufficiently specific in identifying
the frequency of particular forms of HARKing, and it is un-
likely that the precise prevalence of either cherry-picking or
question trolling in particular research literatures can be
established with accuracy.

In simulating the possible effects of specific HARKing be-
haviors, it is useful to keep two facts in mind. First, unreported
HARKing of any sort is usually regarded as counternormative
behavior (Hollenbeck & Wright, 2017), and therefore, it is un-
likely that any of the variations of HARKing are universal.
Second, because most forms of HARKing are not approved of,
the prevalence of a specific type of HARKing in any particular
situation may be difficult to determine with any precision.
Simulations allow us to examine the potential biases that
cherry-picking and question trolling might plausibly create under
a range of estimates of their prevalence.

Is a Simulation Really Needed Here?

It should be intuitively obvious to many readers that the four
factors cited here, N, the size of the pool of results from which
to choose, the heterogeneity of population effects, and the
prevalence of specific forms of HARKing, must all be related
to the biases produced by these behaviors, which might lead to
the question of why a simulation study is necessary at all. The
answer is clear: No simulation is needed to show that these
factors will influence the bias introduced by these HARKing
behaviors. A simulation study is valuable, however, in ad-
dressing the impact of how much bias these HARKing behav-
iors are likely to introduce.

Suppose, for example, that the biases introduced by these
behaviors were trivially small, regardless of sample size, prev-
alence, and other factors. This would tell us that while the
biases introduced by these HARKing behaviors could be a
theoretical risk, they are not likely to have a meaningful effect
on a field’s cumulative knowledge. Simulations can also tell
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us whether these factors are likely to interact. If the effects of
these four factors are largely independent, it will probably be
easier to identify the situations in which these HARKing be-
haviors might be a serious problem than if the effects of some
parameters (e.g., sample size) depend on the values of other
parameters (e.g., prevalence).

In sum, there is little doubt that each of the factors studied
here will introduce some biases, but there is considerable un-
certainty over the seriousness of these biases or over the range
of circumstances under which different forms of HARKing
behaviors will have minor or potentially substantial effects.
The simulation study described below will help address these
questions.

Method

We used the Monte Carlo method to evaluate the effects of the
four parameters described above on the biases created by cherry-
picking and question trolling, using R to create a set of simula-
tions. The Monte Carlo method allowed us to obtain robust esti-
mates of the bias that can be reasonably expected if various
HARKing behaviors occur, as well as assessments of the condi-
tions under which these biases are likely to be larger or smaller.
Of course, the results of simulation studies depend substantially
on the parameters and parameter values included in the simula-
tion. Accordingly, we surveyed the relevant literature to choose
values for all simulation parameters (e.g., N) that are consistent
with those that might reasonably be encountered in the manage-
ment and applied psychology literatures.

Simulation Scenarios

In all of our scenarios, a researcher starts out with a set of k
sample correlations between some X and some Y variables,
sampled from a population with known characteristics and
in which the researcher consistently chooses the strongest
(i.e., most favorable) sample result as the basis for his or her
Bhypothesis,^ then uses support for this hypothesis as a basis
for publishing or distributing this finding.

Recall that cherry-picking involves scanning a set of k study
results that estimate the same relation between two specific con-
structs, such as that which might be found if a researcher decided
to study the relation between job satisfaction and job perfor-
mance, but he or she has several different samples or measures
and uses the strongest observed result as the sample-based esti-
mate of the relationship between these two constructs in the
population. Also, recall that question trolling involves heteroge-
neous population effects, when there are multiple constructs or
relationships among constructs in the set of results being exam-
ined and some population correlations are stronger than others.
For example, suppose a researcher looks at the matrix of inter-
correlations among four variables (e.g., general mental abilities,

job satisfaction, job performance, absenteeism) and he or she
then chooses the largest of the six unique correlations
(i.e., [k(k − 1)]/2) as the basis for a post-hoc hypothesis.

Parameter Values

We used reviews of substantial bodies of research to choose
realistic values for N, the size of the pool of results from which
to choose, the variability of effect sizes that might reasonably be
encountered in research across a wide range of domains, and the
prevalence of HARKing. These choices enhance the generaliz-
ability of our results across fields including management (e.g.,
strategic management studies), organizational behavior, human
resource management, and applied psychology.

Sample Size Shen et al. (2011) reviewed sample sizes in papers
published in Journal of Applied Psychology from 1995 to 2008
(over 1500 samples from 1097 papers). They reported a median
sample size of 172.5. Several studies had very large samples,
meaning that there were a substantial spread between the mean
(690) and median and a substantial skew in the distribution.
However, the spread between the 15th and 50th percentiles in
the sample size distribution (which would be approximately one
standard deviation in a normal distribution) is approximately
100. In the domain of strategic management studies, Ketchen,
Boyd, and Bergh (2008) reported that the median N, based on
articles published in Strategic Management Journal, was 88 in
the early 1980s, 142 in the early 1990s, and 234 in the early
2000s. In our simulations, we used sample sizes ranging from
100 to 280, in steps of 20 (i.e., 100, 120, 140…, 280).

Size of Pool of Effects from which to Choose With some ex-
ceptions (e.g., THARKing; Hollenbeck & Wright, 2017), re-
searchers who develop hypotheses after results are known take
pains to conceal their behaviors and, as a result, the precise pro-
cesses that lead to HARKing are not well-understood. In our
study, we examined a variety of potential cherry-picking and
question-trolling behaviors that ranged from picking the better
of two results to form the basis for a hypothesis to choosing the
best of ten possible results. It is plausible that researchers who
have access to large archival databases have much more than ten
possible results to choose from (e.g., Ketchen, Ireland, & Baker,
2013), but many studies produce only a limited number of sta-
tistics that could form the basis for a post hoc hypothesis.

Heterogeneity of Effect Sizes Bosco, Aguinis, Singh, Field, and
Pierce (2015) reviewed 30 years of research, reported in Journal
of Applied Psychology and Personnel Psychology, and assem-
bled a database of over 147,000 correlations. They used these
results to establish baselines for the most typical effect sizes in
applied psychology. They reported an average uncorrected cor-
relation of 0.16 (absolute value), with the 33rd and 67th
percentile values of 0.09 and 0.26, respectively. These values
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are similar to those reported by Aguinis, Dalton, Bosco, Pierce,
andDalton (2011) in their review of 5581 effect sizes included in
196 meta-analyses published in Academy of Management
Journal, Journal of Applied Psychology, Journal of
Management, Personnel Psychology, and Strategic
Management Journal from January 1982 to August 2009.

In our simulations, we set the population correlation ρ= 0.20.
We chose a population value of 0.20 rather than the exact meta-
analytic mean (e.g. R = 0.16 in Bosco et al., 2015) to make it
easier for readers to quickly and simply evaluate the amount of
bias introduced by HARKing. As we note in a later section, the
biases introduced by HARKing are essentially independent of
themean of the effect size distribution,meaning that results based
on ρ = 0.20 can be readily generalized to ρ= 0.16. Bosco et al.
(2015) analyzed over 140,000 correlations from studies pub-
lished in leading journals in applied psychology and manage-
ment. The standard deviation of these correlations was approxi-
mately 0.15. In our simulations, we used this figure as an upper
bound, as it would represent the heterogeneity expected if re-
searchers sampled haphazardly from the entire literature in their
field, and estimated the effects of question trolling in populations
of effect sizes with a mean of 0.20 and standard deviations of
0.05, 0.10 and 0.15.

Prevalence of HARKingAs noted earlier, estimates of the prev-
alence of HARKing behaviors in the published literature have
typically ranged from 30 to 70%, depending on the particular
situations and the particular definitions of HARKing used
(Bosco et al., 2016; Fanelli, 2009; John et al., 2012;
O’Boyle et al., 2017). In our study, we estimated the biases
that would be expected if 20, 40, 60 or 80% of the authors of
studies in a cumulative literature engaged in either cherry-
picking or question trolling.

Simulation Design

We conducted 1000 replications of each of the simulation
conditions and report results averaging across those 1000 rep-
lications. We started each replication by generating a 10 × 9
matrix of effect size estimates (Fisher z′ transformation of
correlation coefficients). Each value in this matrix represented
transformed correlation coefficients sampled from a normally
distributed population with (1) a mean that corresponds to the
constant z′-transformed ρ value (homogeneous case) or with
transformed ρ values that vary (heterogeneous case) with the
same mean as the constant-transformed ρ value in the homo-
geneous case and (2) a standard deviation that depends on the
sample size ( 1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

N−3
p ).

To create each row of this matrix, we generated a set of ten
correlations, each drawn from the population described above
given a particular N. We then populated each column of this
matrix by (1) randomly sampling two to ten values from this

group of ten correlations to create the set of values a researcher
would examine to find a favorable result that could start the
HARKing process and (2) selecting the largest value from this
set as the basis for his or her post hoc hypothesis. Thus, the
first row in this 10 × 9 matrix consisted of Fisher z′ transfor-
mations of correlations drawn from a population with a mean
of ρ = 0.20 and a standard deviation of 0.1015 (i.e., 1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

N−3
p ),

where N = 100 and each column represented the largest value
from a set of k values (where k = 2, 3…, 10) randomly sam-
pled from this initial group of ten correlations. Before analyz-
ing trends in effect size estimates, Fisher z′ values were trans-
formed back into correlations, and the results shown in the
tables and figures are in a correlation coefficient metric.

To estimate the effects of different levels of prevalence of
cherry-picking and question trolling, we created amixture model
in which the expected value of the effect size in each cell repre-
sented a weighted linear combination of the expected value that
would be obtained from combinations of two populations, one of
which involved no HARKing (in this population, ρ= 0.20) and
one of all studies involving HARKing. By varying the weights
applied to these two population means, we were able to estimate
the biases expected in a cumulative literature if there are different
levels of prevalence of cherry-picking and question trolling.

Dependent Variable

The dependent variable is the expected value of the correlation
coefficient over 1000 replications for each combination of
sample size, number of effect sizes from which to choose (in
the heterogeneous case), SD of the distribution of ρ values
(i.e., SDρ), and prevalence levels. If there is no HARKing,
each of these correlations would be approximately 0.20 (the
population value in the homogeneous case and the average of
the population values in the heterogeneous case).

The R code for the cherry-picking and question trolling
simulations is included in the Appendix. This code makes
explicit a notion discussed earlier that cherry-picking repre-
sents a special case of question trolling in which there is no
variability in the population parameter being estimated by the
different sample estimates included in the sets of values the
researcher chooses from (i.e., SDρ = 0).

Results

Before discussing specific findings, it is useful to note that
except at the extremes of the distribution (i.e., absolute values
of ρ near 0 or 1.0), the biases produced by either cherry-
picking or question trolling are independent of the size of ρ.
The independence of bias from the mean effect size can be
confirmed by running the code included in the Appendix with
population effect size estimates that vary. That is, in the range
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of effect sizes typically seen in management and applied psy-
chology (see Bosco et al. (2015) for a detailed discussion of
the distribution of effect size estimates in these literatures), the
difference between the HARKed estimate of ρ and the actual
value of ρ will remain essentially constant in any given sce-
nario, regardless of whether the population correlation one is
trying to estimate is relatively large or small.1Comparing the
values obtained from our simulations to the value expected in
the absence of HARKing allows readers to estimate both the
absolute size of the bias introduced by HARKing (i.e., value
from simulation minus 0.20) and the relative size of this bias
(i.e., value from simulation divided by 0.20).

Cherry-Picking

Table 2 presents results emerging out of studies that
engaged in cherry-picking. On the whole, most of the
values presented in Table 2 are relatively close to 0.20,
the value that would be expected if there was no
HARKing. The only cases in which the difference be-
tween the HARKed mean and the population value was
greater than 0.10 were those in which the incidence of
cherry-picking was very high (80%), the sample size
was small, and the pool sizes are also large (i.e., the authors
chose the highest of eight to ten correlations to report). These
results suggest that cherry-picking the most favorable outcome
from a set of sample statistics that are all designed to estimate
the same population parameter is likely to substantially bias the
research literature only when this type of HARKing is very
prevalent and there are many effects from which to choose.
Clearly, cherry-picking results might be a problem in an indi-
vidual study and it might present ethical problems regardless of
its practical effects, but our results suggest that this type of
cherry-picking of results is unlikely to lead to a substantial bias
in the cumulative conclusions reached in a body of research.

We expected each of the parameters varied in this simula-
tion to have monotonic effects on bias, and results supported
this expectation. Bias is larger when N is small, when the pool
of effect sizes is large, and when the prevalence of cherry-
picking is high. Furthermore, the effects of these three vari-
ables are largely independent. We estimated all possible inter-
action effects, but found only one small two-way interaction in
our analysis of bias as a function of N, pool size, and preva-
lence; the effect of pool size gets slightly larger as the preva-
lence of cherry-picking goes up (η2 = 0.05).

1 When ρ is very large, ceiling effects can limit the biases produced by
HARKing. When ρ is equal to or very near 0, bias is limited because the
largest effect is equally likely to be negative as it is to be positive. In addition,
when ρ = 0, HARKing will produce a distribution of sample effects whose
mean is not changed but whose standard deviation is inflated.

Table 2 HARKed estimates of the population correlation

Number Pool size

2 4 6 8 10

Cherry-picking

Prevalence

20% 100 0.212 0.219 0.223 0.226 0.229

140 0.209 0.217 0.220 0.223 0.225

180 0.208 0.215 0.218 0.220 0.222

220 0.207 0.213 0.216 0.218 0.219

260 0.207 0.212 0.215 0.217 0.218

280 0.206 0.212 0.214 0.216 0.217

40% 100 0.223 0.239 0.246 0.252 0.258

140 0.218 0.233 0.241 0.246 0.249

180 0.216 0.229 0.235 0.240 0.244

220 0.215 0.227 0.232 0.236 0.239

260 0.213 0.224 0.229 0.233 0.237

280 0.212 0.224 0.229 0.233 0.234

60% 100 0.235 0.258 0.269 0.278 0.287

140 0.226 0.250 0.261 0.269 0.274

180 0.224 0.244 0.253 0.260 0.265

220 0.222 0.240 0.248 0.254 0.258

260 0.220 0.237 0.244 0.250 0.255

280 0.218 0.235 0.243 0.249 0.252

80% 100 0.247 0.277 0.293 0.304 0.316

140 0.235 0.267 0.282 0.292 0.299

180 0.232 0.258 0.271 0.280 0.287

220 0.229 0.253 0.264 0.272 0.278

260 0.226 0.249 0.258 0.267 0.273

280 0.224 0.247 0.258 0.265 0.269

Question trolling

Heterogeneity

SD = 0.05

20% 100 0.213 0.222 0.226 0.230 0.232

140 0.210 0.220 0.224 0.227 0.228

180 0.210 0.218 0.222 0.225 0.226

220 0.210 0.216 0.220 0.223 0.225

260 0.209 0.216 0.220 0.222 0.220

280 0.209 0.216 0.219 0.222 0.220

40% 100 0.225 0.243 0.253 0.261 0.264

140 0.220 0.240 0.247 0.253 0.257

180 0.219 0.235 0.243 0.249 0.252

220 0.219 0.233 0.241 0.247 0.250

260 0.218 0.232 0.239 0.244 0.246

280 0.218 0.231 0.239 0.243 0.247

60% 100 0.238 0.265 0.279 0.291 0.297

140 0.230 0.259 0.271 0.280 0.285

180 0.229 0.253 0.265 0.274 0.279

220 0.229 0.249 0.261 0.270 0.276

260 0.226 0.247 0.259 0.266 0.269

280 0.227 0.247 0.258 0.265 0.270
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Question Trolling

Table 2 presents results regarding question trolling, which occurs
when researchers scan results from a diverse set of constructs and
relations between constructs and then choose the strongest sam-
ple result as the basis for a post hoc hypothesis. From a mathe-
matical perspective (and as is implicit in the Appendix), cherry-
picking can be thought of as a special case of question trolling, in
which there is a single population parameter underlying all sam-
ple results, which means that the standard deviation of the distri-
bution of rho is 0.

Results in Table 2 show that question trolling can lead to
substantial overestimates of the population effect, but in al-
most three quarters of the question trolling scenarios shown in
this table, this questionable research practice leads to bias that
is less than 0.10 correlation units. However, if question
trolling is highly prevalent (i.e., 60 to 80%), the pool of effects
from which to choose is large (i.e., six to ten sample results),
and the set of population parameters that underlie the data
examined to generate a post hoc hypothesis is quite heteroge-
neous. HARKed estimates can exceed 0.30 and even 0.40,
which are considerably different in relation to the value of
0.20 expected in the absence of HARKing. On the other hand,
if the prevalence of question trolling is lower than 60%, it will
almost always have a fairly small effect.

As in the case of cherry-picking, we found only two non-
trivial two-way interactions among the full set of ten possible
interactions involving the four variables manipulated in this
simulation. First, the effect of pool size is slightly larger as

Table 2 (continued)

Number Pool size

2 4 6 8 10

80% 100 0.251 0.287 0.305 0.321 0.329

140 0.240 0.279 0.294 0.307 0.314

180 0.238 0.271 0.286 0.299 0.305

220 0.238 0.266 0.281 0.293 0.301

260 0.235 0.263 0.279 0.287 0.293

280 0.236 0.263 0.277 0.286 0.294

SD= 0.10

20% 100 0.217 0.230 0.237 0.241 0.245

140 0.216 0.228 0.235 0.239 0.242

180 0.216 0.228 0.234 0.238 0.241

220 0.215 0.227 0.233 0.237 0.239

260 0.215 0.226 0.232 0.237 0.239

280 0.215 0.227 0.233 0.236 0.240

40% 100 0.234 0.260 0.273 0.283 0.290

140 0.231 0.256 0.270 0.277 0.285

180 0.232 0.255 0.267 0.277 0.281

220 0.229 0.253 0.266 0.274 0.279

260 0.230 0.253 0.264 0.274 0.278

280 0.231 0.254 0.265 0.273 0.279

60% 100 0.250 0.290 0.310 0.324 0.334

140 0.247 0.285 0.305 0.316 0.327

180 0.247 0.283 0.301 0.315 0.322

220 0.244 0.280 0.299 0.311 0.318

260 0.245 0.279 0.296 0.311 0.318

280 0.246 0.281 0.298 0.309 0.319

80% 100 0.267 0.320 0.347 0.365 0.379

140 0.262 0.313 0.340 0.355 0.370

180 0.263 0.310 0.334 0.353 0.362

220 0.259 0.307 0.332 0.348 0.358

260 0.260 0.306 0.328 0.347 0.357

280 0.262 0.308 0.331 0.345 0.359

SD= 0.15

20% 100 0.220 0.238 0.246 0.252 0.254

140 0.219 0.237 0.244 0.250 0.254

180 0.220 0.237 0.245 0.249 0.254

220 0.219 0.237 0.243 0.248 0.253

260 0.220 0.236 0.242 0.249 0.253

280 0.219 0.235 0.243 0.247 0.252

40% 100 0.239 0.275 0.292 0.303 0.309

140 0.238 0.274 0.287 0.299 0.309

180 0.239 0.274 0.289 0.298 0.307

220 0.238 0.274 0.287 0.297 0.305

260 0.239 0.272 0.285 0.297 0.306

280 0.237 0.270 0.285 0.294 0.305

60% 100 0.259 0.313 0.337 0.355 0.363

140 0.258 0.310 0.331 0.349 0.363

180 0.259 0.311 0.334 0.347 0.361

Table 2 (continued)

Number Pool size

2 4 6 8 10

220 0.257 0.311 0.330 0.345 0.358

260 0.259 0.308 0.327 0.346 0.359

280 0.256 0.305 0.328 0.342 0.357

80% 100 0.279 0.351 0.383 0.407 0.417

140 0.277 0.347 0.375 0.399 0.417

180 0.279 0.345 0.378 0.398 0.413

220 0.276 0.348 0.374 0.394 0.411

260 0.278 0.343 0.370 0.395 0.410

280 0.275 0.340 0.371 0.389 0.409

Absent HARKing, ρ = 0.20. Cherry-picking can be thought of as a special
case of question trolling in which there is only one population parameter
describing the relationship being studied, so that SD= 0. N = sample size,
pool size = number of results available in a particular study and dataset
from which a researcher can choose, ρ = underlying population effect,
and prevalence = proportion of studies in which cherry-picking or question
trolling occurs. Because the values in adjacent cells of our simulation
design were highly similar, this table presents only a subset of all of the
values we calculated; full tables are available from the authors upon request
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prevalence goes up (η2 = 0.04). Second, the effect of hetero-
geneity is slightly larger as prevalence goes up (η2 = 0.03).

Discussion

Bias is always a concern when evaluating research, and even if
its effects are small, many types of HARKing can have ad-
verse effects on the scientific enterprise by undermining our
confidence in the credibility and trustworthiness of scientific
reports (e.g., Bosco et al., 2016). That being said, our results
suggest that cherry-picking and question trolling are likely to
have a substantial biasing effect on the conclusions of the
cumulative research literature in certain specific situations
only.

First, as Table 2 suggests, if a researcher chooses the most
favorable out of several alternative ways of measuring or
studying the same relationship (cherry-picking), HARKing
is likely to have a small effect, especially if N is reasonably
large. Even if cherry-picking is quite widespread (e.g., inci-
dence of 80%), the difference between the value expectedwith
no HARKing and a HARKed estimate does not exceed 0.10
correlation units for the pool of effect sizes studied here if N is
much larger than 200. Cherry-picking cannot be dismissed as
a problem, but our results do suggest that to the extent cherry-
picking mirrors the behaviors simulated here (i.e., reviewing a
set of k different results of tests designed to address the same
research question and selecting the most favorable one for
discussion), cherry-picking is unlikely to be a major concern
in our research literature.

Second, a more worrisome case is the form of HARKing
involving question trolling because the very definition of the
research question itself is retroactively engineered based on a
set of sample statistics. At least in the homogeneous case that
defines cherry-picking, the researcher knows what the re-
search question is before starting to develop some sort of post
hoc hypothesis. In the heterogeneous case, the research ques-
tion is up for grabs, and bias will no longer be a simple func-
tion of sampling error. As Table 2 shows, bias due to question
trolling can be substantial when the underlying ρ values vary
substantially. Even where the sample size is large based on
typical N values reported in the applied psychology and man-
agement literatures, bias can be substantial if the prevalence of
question trolling is high or if the heterogeneity of the popula-
tion of effect sizes researchers sample from is large. However,
Table 2 also gives some room for optimism. For example, if
the prevalence of question trolling is 40% or lower, question
trolling rarely leads to inflation of effect size estimates as large
as 0.10. In virtually all cases where the population of effect
sizes sampled from is less heterogeneous than the entire field
of applied psychology andmanagement (i.e., SDρ across these
entire fields is approximately 0.15 (Banks et al., 2016a), bias
was 0.10 correlation units or less.

Table 3 Conclusions regarding HARKing

Different forms of HARKing

1. Not all forms of HARKing produce biased results. As summarized in
Table 1, some forms of HARKing such as THARKing can actually be
desirable because they can lead to important discoveries.

2. Cherry-picking and question trolling will always produce biased
results. Because these both represent biased searches for the most
favorable results, these forms of HARKing will, by definition,
introduce biases. Under some circumstances (e.g., small samples, large
sets of variables to be examined, heterogeneous population
parameters), these biases can be substantial, both in absolute and in
relative terms.

3. HARKing is not always a case of author misconduct. Reviewers and
editors often suggest substantial revisions to the paper they review, and
they need to be on the lookout for pushing authors to create hypotheses
that did not exist prior to the submission of their manuscript.

Which forms of HARKing produce the largest bias?

4. Cherry-picking’s impact is generally small. Except when HARking is
very prevalent and the sample size is small, cherry-picking results have
a small biasing impact on effect size estimates.

5. Question trolling’s impact can be very large. Question trolling can
have a large effect when this behavior is pervasive and if the set of
results the author chooses from is highly heterogeneous (i.e., the
variability in population parameters underlying the results that are
scanned approaches the variability across the entire field of study of
applied psychology).

6. How we measure HARKing’s bias matters. Biases produced by
cherry-picking and question trolling are generally small when mea-
sured in correlation units (i.e., usually in the 0.10s), but this same
amount of bias seems to be much larger and impactful if measured in
percent increase compared to the true effect sizes (i.e., 50 and even
100%).

Minimizing the detrimental forms of HARKing

7. Increase sample size. Large samples (e.g., samples larger than 200)
help to minimize the biases associated with cherry-picking and ques-
tion trolling. Some of the biases that are introduced by these HARKing
behaviors are the result of taking systematic advantage of random
fluctuations in data, and large samples help mitigate this concern.

8. Decrease the prevalence of HARKing. Decreasing the prevalence of
HARKing may be sufficient to decrease its cumulative effects. Across
all of the simulations we performed, the biases produced by
cherry-picking or question trolling were generally small if the preva-
lence of HARKing was less than 40%. It may not be necessary to
eliminate all HARKing to keep its detrimental effects in check.

How can we detect and deter detrimental forms of HARKing?

9. Use Occam’s razor. HARKed hypotheses often involve convoluted
reasoning or counterfactual assumptions. If the conceptual case for a
hypothesis seems unlikely to hold up to scrutiny or does not seem to
emerge organically from the literature and theory the author cites, this
is one potential indicator of HARKing.

10.Have a healthily skeptical attitude. Stories that are too good to be true
may not be true. In our combined experience, we have supervised
hundreds of theses, dissertation, and research studies and have carried
out a large number of studies ourselves. It is unusual for every
prediction and every hypothesis to be supported in a study, and when
reviewing a manuscript in which every prediction is supported,
skepticism is warranted.

11. Reduce the temptation to HARK. HARKing is not simply a problem
of author misbehavior—reviewers and editors’ requests that authors
tidy up otherwise Bmessy^ research by encouraging authors to drop or
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Third, we emphasize that there are some cases where the bias
introduced by question trolling is quite large and important. For
example, a researcher who scans a large dataset in search of a
question to answer might deal with sets of relationships consider-
ably larger than the ones examined here, and the potential for
substantial inflation is considerable. In general, the results present-
ed in Table 3 suggest that question trolling has the potential to be a
significant concern, except in cases where samples are quite large
and trolling is minimized. The effects of question trolling are a
function of two variables whose values are difficult to estimate:
the actual prevalence of question trolling and its degree of brazen-
ness. Question trollers who sample from a large and heteroge-
neous set of results, forming an a priori hypothesis around what-
ever result seems especially striking, have the potential to do
substantial harm to the research enterprise.

Finally, we noted earlier that the degree of bias produced by
cherry-picking or question trolling is essentially independent
of the size of the population parameter being estimated. This
implies that HARKing might be a larger problem in areas
where population effects are likely to be small than in areas
where population effects are likely to be large. For example, if
the ρ = 0.20, our results suggest a range of scenarios in which
cherry-picking or question trolling could lead to estimates in
the 0.30s (i.e., artificial inflation of 50%), and this bias is
proportionately more serious than in a scenario in which ρ =
0.50 and HARKed estimates are in the 0.60s (i.e., artificial
inflation of 20%).

Detrimental Effects of HARKing on Cumulative
Knowledge

So far, we have described our results in terms of differences
between true and HARKed effect size estimates. In other words,
the way we described the size of the HARKing effect has been in
terms of correlation coefficient unit differences. As has been doc-
umented based on a database of about 150,000 correlations re-
ported in Journal of Applied Psychology and Personnel
Psychology over the past 30 years, the average uncorrected cor-
relation is 0.16 (Bosco et al., 2015). This large-scale effort aimed
at documenting the typical size of effects has shown that Cohen’s
(1988) often-invoked traditional benchmarks of correlations of
0.10 being Bsmall^ and 0.30 being Bmedium^ were clearly over-
estimates and are not applicable to the applied psychology and
management literatures.

The reality that a large number of correlations are in the
0.10s means that a HARKing effect of about 0.10 correlation
units could essentially double the observed effect. In other
words, there is a potential for 100% inflation in the observed
effect when the population effect is itself small. So, although
our results show that in many situations, the HARKing effect
is Bsmall^ in terms of correlation unit differences (i.e., in the
0.10s), this size of HARKing bias can be sufficiently large to
artificially inflate effects and affect cumulative knowledge in
many fields and areas of study. For example, Bosco et al.
(2015) reported that the median correlation between job per-
formance and personal characteristics is 0.09, the median cor-
relation between movement behavior (e.g., turnover, job
search behaviors) and psychological characteristics is 0.11,
and the median correlation between job performance and or-
ganization attitudes is 0.16. In these particular research do-
mains, an effect of question trolling of 0.10 correlation units
can have a very sizable and arguably detrimental effect on our
understanding of relations between constructs.

As an illustration in the domain of strategic management
studies, consider the domain of top management teams
(TMTs). Meta-analytically derived correlations between firm
performance and the variables most frequently studied in
TMT research such CEO tenure, TMT tenure, TMT size,
TMT diversity, board size, board independence, and board
leadership structure are also in the 0.10s or even smaller
(Bergh et al., 2016). Accordingly, our results show that
HARKing can also have a very important and noticeable bi-
asing effect in this research domain.

In short, considered in absolute correlation coefficient
units, the effect of HARKing on the estimated size of effects
seems small. However, the implications of our results
regarding the damaging effects of HARKing for theory
as well as practice necessitate that we place results with-
in specific fields and research domains because in many cases,
Bsmall^ effects make a big difference (Aguinis et al., 2010;
Cortina & Landis, 2009).

Implications for Researchers, Research Consumers,
and Editors and Reviewers: Putting HARKing
in Context

HARKing is often discussed as a form of author misconduct,
and sometimes, this label is entirely appropriate. However,
HARKing is not solely a function of author misconduct.
One reason authors HARK is in reaction to reviewers’ nega-
tive reactions to non-supported hypotheses (Edwards & Berry,
2010; Hubbard & Armstrong, 1997; Orlitzky, 2012; Pfeffer,
2007). In fact, manuscript reviewers are the ones who often
suggest that hypotheses be added post hoc during the peer
review process (Bedeian et al., 2010). For example,
Bosco et al. (2016) conducted a survey of authors who had
published in Journal of Applied Psychology and Personnel

Table 3 (continued)

modify hypotheses that are not supported have the same detrimental
effect as HARKing.

12. Encourage and reward replications. The temptation to artificially
inflate one’s results, including cherry-picking and question trolling,
would be smaller if researchers believed that subsequent attempts at
replication would quickly expose the unrepresentative nature of the
results they published.
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Psychology and found that 21% reported that at least one
hypothesis change had occurred as a result of the review
process. Although reviewer suggestions about the post
hoc inclusion of hypotheses may be motivated by authors’
implicit reference to them, this phenomenon is also likely
attributable to the Btheory fetish^ in organizational research
(Hambrick, 2007, p. 1346).

We should also recognize that using data to develop hypothesis
is not necessarily a bad thing. Both inductive and abductive re-
search methods can lead to important discoveries and be helpful
in developingmodels and theories (Aguinis&Vandenberg, 2014;
Bamberger &Ang, 2016; Fisher &Aguinis, 2017; Locke, 2007).
While inductive research is generally known by applied psychol-
ogy and management researchers, abductive reasoning is likely
less familiar. In a nutshell, it is a form of reasoning that attempts to
make sense of puzzling facts, as in the case of medical diagnosis,
fault diagnosis, and archeological reconstruction, by searching for
the simplest and most likely explanation (Fisher & Aguinis,
2017). Locke, Golden-Biddle, and Feldman (2008, p. 907)
contrasted abduction with other forms of reasoning by pointing
out that Bdeduction proves that something must be; induction
shows that something actually is operative; abductionmerely sug-
gests that something may be.^ HARKing differs from inductive
and abductive researches because it uses the same data to both
generate and test hypotheses. For example, in a genuinely induc-
tive approach to research, data can drive the formation of hypoth-
eses, but these same data are typically not used to Btest^ those
hypotheses. In properly conducted inductive research, once hy-
potheses are generated, follow-up work is conducted to replicate,
verify, or confirm findings and learn whether they were produced
by chance alone. Absent this level of transparency regarding the
process that led to a study’s conclusions, it would be reasonable
for the consumers of this research to believe that results are more
robust than they may be and that there is no any special need for
replication or verifiability, as compared to other studies where
results were entirely deductive and theory-driven (Aguinis et al.,
in press; Bosco et al., 2016).

Our taxonomy of HARKing behaviors and the results present-
ed in this study have a number of conclusions and practical im-
plications. Table 3 summarizes several conclusions about
HARKing. First, it is important to recognize that there are differ-
ent forms of HARKing and they differ regarding their effects.
Specifically, they range from actually desirable (THARKing) to
highly damaging to a field’s cumulative knowledge and the cred-
ibility of science (e.g., some instances of question trolling).
Second, our simulation results showed that cherry-picking’s effect
was overall small, but the impact of question trolling can be quite
substantial. For example, question trolling is the most damaging
when there is greater variability in the population parameters un-
derlying the results. Third, there are several actions that can be
taken to minimize the detrimental effects of HARKing. For ex-
ample, large sample sizes reduce the bias produced by cherry-
picking.

Clearly, HARKing is the result of complex processes involv-
ing the current reward and incentive system which motivates
researchers to publish in top journals (Aguinis et al., in press;
Aguinis, Shapiro, Antonacopoulou, & Cummings, 2014).
Describing statistically significant effects that are as large as pos-
sible, which is done more easily by HARKing, seems to help in
this regard. Also, another factor that leads to HARKing is re-
searchers’ and reviewers’ lack of awareness regarding
HARKing’s detrimental effects.

Inadvertent Cherry-Picking and Question Trolling:
How Multivariate Procedures Produce Comparable
Biases

An additional implication of our results is that there are several
widely used statistical procedures that involve the same forms of
HARKingwe examined, but in these cases, the biases introduced
by these statistical optimization procedures are not the result of a
conscious choice by the researcher to use study results to present
the most optimistic picture possible. The use of these procedures
is not in and of itself unethical, but the incautious use of statistical
methods that maximize the fit of models to sample data or that
maximize the predictive power of statistical models can cause
precisely the same sorts of problems cherry-picking and question
trolling cause. The use of statistical maximization is not thought
of as unethical, and therefore, little detail often is provided in
published articles (Aguinis et al., in press), but its effects could
in the end be considerably more insidious than the effects of
HARKing studied here. Consider, for example, the use of statis-
tical criteria to drive key decisions about the contents of regres-
sion models and structural models or relationships among
constructs.

Multiple Regression If there are p variables that might be used to
predict a criterion variable via multiple regression, it is not un-
usual to use some type of stepwise selection procedure to identify
the subset of variables that yields the largestR2, given the number
of variables in the model. There are many variable selection
methods available to researchers, including forward selection
algorithms (where variables are added to a regressionmodel until
they fail to lead to incremental increases in R2), backward selec-
tion algorithms (where one starts with a model with all p vari-
ables and then drops variables that make the smallest contribu-
tion to the predictive power of the model until one reaches the
point where dropping the next variable will lead to a meaningful
decrease in R2), or true stepwise selection procedures in which
the decision to include specific variables in a model is re-
evaluated each time a new variable is added.

Although these variable selection methods are widely used
(e.g., forward selection is the default method in the SPSS
Regression procedure), serious concerns have been raised about
the effects of building predictionmodels on the basis of statistical
criteria. For example, these methods (1) overestimate the values
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of bothR2 and the regression coefficients, (2)make unpredictable
and potentially arbitrary choices of which variables to include
and which to exclude from prediction models, (3) capitalize on
chance fluctuations in sample data, and (4) produce results that
do not reliably replicate (Derksen & Keselman, 1992; Harrell,
2011; Judd & McClelland, 1989).2

A prevalent yet not acknowledged instance of this
mechanism is the choice of a particular set of control var-
iables from several that are examined in a given study
(Bernerth & Aguinis, 2016). In most published studies,
there is little information on the particular rationale for
the inclusion of a set of control variables and, in many
cases, it is likely that several combinations of controls are
examined until a particular set leads to the largest possible
R2. However, the trial-and-error process that led to choos-
ing the final set is usually not described in the published
article (Bernerth & Aguinis, 2016). Thus, the selection of
control variables is often essentially the same process in-
volved in question trolling.

These procedures combine some of the potentially worri-
some features of both cherry-picking and question trolling
because the choice of variables to study and include in a model
and the weights assigned to those variables are explicitly cho-
sen to maximize the predictive power of the model. It is not
uncommon for researchers to use formulas to estimate shrink-
age when this sample equation is applied in a broader popu-
lation, but even when these formulas are used, the distorting
effects of selecting variables to study and assigning weights to
those variables solely on the basis of maximizing R2 are po-
tentially worrisome.

Structural Equation Modeling When evaluating structural
equation models, it is common to use modification indices to
make decisions about which links between variables should or
should not be included in a model. Many authors have
expressed serious reservations about using modification indi-
ces to guide important decisions about structural models (e.g.,
Bollen, 1989; Hayduk, 1987; Kline, 2005; Sörbom, 1989). In
particular, if these indices are used at all, it is usually recom-
mended that they be relied on only when the changes they
suggest are (1) theoretically sensible, (2) minor, and (3) few
in number.

As with stepwise selection procedures in multiple regres-
sion, the use of modification indices in altering the structure or
meaning of structural models is a worrisome practice. First, it
blindly elevates sample statistics to a position that might not
be warranted on conceptual grounds. Researchers using SEM
may examine dozens of possible relations involving dozens of

indicators and their relations with other indicators as well as
latent constructs and relations among latent constructs and
residual terms (Landis, Edwards, & Cortina, 2009), and reli-
ance on statistical criteria to determine the structure and con-
tents of models has the effect of driving out logic, theory, past
research, and even sound scientific judgment in the blind pur-
suit of improving results in one’s current sample.

Data Mining The Bbig data^ movement has given new life to an
approach that can be found in the management and applied psy-
chology literatures in one way or another for decades—i.e., data
mining, in the form of using exploratory factor analysis of data—
with the hope of finding new insights into human behavior.
Starting in the 1930s, this method became the basis for develop-
ing structural models in many domains, notably the structure of
cognitive abilities (Jensen, 1980; Thurstone, 1934). As confirma-
tory factor analysis became more accessible (e.g., via LISREL,
EQS, and other off-the-shelf software), factor-analytic studies
increasingly shifted from an exploratory to confirmatory mode,
in which a priori theory rather than statistical results in a sample
formed the basis for posing questions about underlying structures
(Cortina, Aguinis, & DeShon, 2017). The decline of exploratory
factor analysis can be thought of as the end of the first wave of
fascination with data mining.

In recent years, data mining has come back with a vengeance.
One of the fastest growing occupations is Bdata scientist^ and
much of what data scientists do is search for patterns and regu-
larities in data. It has been claimed that the combination of big
data and emerging data mining techniques represents a revolu-
tion in the scientific method (Pigliucci, 2009) that will replace the
older method of forming hypotheses prior to analyzing data.

Contemporary data mining techniques, where paired with the
very large data sets to which they are designed to be applied,
arguably avoid one of the problems highlighted by our results
(i.e., the instability of small-sample results). The shortcoming that
big data and rigorous data mining techniques cannot overcome is
that the results are necessarily driven by what is and what is not
measured. For example, some objective performance measures
are relatively easy to collect but are generally regarded as defi-
cientmeasures of job performance (Murphy&Cleveland, 1995).
A big-data approach to studying performance evaluations would
almost certainly depend on these objective measures, despite
their questionable adequacy. In general, a reliance on big data
and data mining can lead to a constriction of research questions,
where only those questions that can be answered by data that are
easily collected and assembled intomassive datasets are pursued.

Data mining explicitly capitalizes on one of the key principles
of both cherry-picking and question trolling—i.e., that if a re-
searcher looks at enough sample results, he or she is bound to
eventually find something that looks interesting. By using very
large samples, this method solves one of the problems noted here
(i.e., that HARKing effects can be particularly large when N is
small). But, in the end, its effects on the scientific methodmay be

2 Although this method is rarely encountered in the research literature, several
software packages (e.g., NCSS, JMP) include an even more aggressive op-
tion—i.e., one that evaluates all possible regression models, starting with
models that include two variables and examining every possible combination
of predictors until the full p-variable model is tested.
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substantially more pernicious than the damage done by the re-
searcher who occasionally scans several results before arriving at
a hypothesis. By driving deduction, scientific judgment, and
existing research from any consideration ofwhat to study orwhat
it means, we run the risk of magnifying every shortcoming of
Bdustbowl empiricism^ to an unprecedented degree.

Detecting and Deterring HARKing

Our results, combined with a review of research on HARKing,
led to a number of suggestions for detecting and deterring
HARKing. First, Occam’s razor is an essential tool for detecting
HARKing. As Hollenbeck and Wright (2017) noted, HARKed
hypotheses often involve convoluted reasoning or counterfactual
assumptions. If the conceptual case for a hypothesis seems un-
likely to hold up to scrutiny or does not seem to emerge organ-
ically from the literature and theory the author cites, this is one
potential indicator of HARKing.

Second, it is useful to have a healthily skeptical attitude;
stories that are too good to be true may not be true. In our
combined experience, we have supervised hundreds of theses,
dissertations, and research studies and have carried out a large
number of studies ourselves. It is unusual for every prediction
and every hypothesis to be supported in a study, and when
reviewing a manuscript in which every prediction is supported,
skepticism is warranted.

Third, an additional critical point is the need to reduce the
temptation to engage in HARKing. This can be done in two
ways. First, HARKing is not simply a problem of author misbe-
havior. It is common for reviewers and editors to encourage
authors to drop hypotheses and analyses that do not pan out,
and this creates problems that have a good deal in common with
HARKing. It is critical for reviewers and editors to realize that
their efforts to tidy up otherwise messy research (especially by
encouraging authors to drop or modify hypotheses that are not
supported) can have the same effect as HARKing. Editors and
reviewers who encourage authors to change or drop hypotheses
run the risk of distorting the scientific enterprise in ways that
present an overly optimistic and neat picture of what is inherently
a complex process of discovery. We believe that journal re-
viewers and particularly journal editors could help to reduce the
incidence of HARKing by resisting the urge to tidy up articles by
trimming and modifying hypotheses so the resulting manuscript
conveys a neater, more straight forward, more coherent, and even
Binteresting^ story (Aguinis et al., in press).

Editors and reviewers can reduce the incentive to HARK by
encouraging and rewarding replications. The temptation to arti-
ficially inflate one’s results, including cherry-picking and ques-
tion trolling, would be smaller if researchers believed that subse-
quent attempts at replication would quickly expose the unrepre-
sentative nature of the results they published. Replication is a
critical component of the standard scientific method, and if au-
thors saw a chance to publish their work in top journals by

replicating public studies, they would also know that if they
published inflated results, the chance that these would be detect-
ed would be high. So, as noted by Aguinis et al. (in press),
solutions to many Bresearch performance problems^ such as
HARKing need to focus not only on what knowledge and skills
are need to conduct replicable research, but also on their motiva-
tion to do so.

Summary and Conclusions

Our results suggest that two forms of HARKing, cherry-picking
and question trolling, can lead to biases in estimates of
the effects of the variables we study in management,
applied psychology, and related fields. The artificial in-
flation in effect sizes due to cherry-picking can be mit-
igated by using large sample sizes, but the bias due to
question trolling cannot be eliminated simply by insisting on
large samples when the pool of effects fromwhich to choose is
large, which is a common situation particularly today given
the availability of archival databases, web scraping, and the
big-data movement (Landers, Brusso, Cavanaugh, &
Collmus, 2016; Tonidandel, King, & Cortina, 2016).

An argument can bemade that the effects of cherry-picking or
question trolling are the least worrisome when the population
effects being studied are large. That is, a study that reports a
correlation of 0.65 when 0.55 might have been a more represen-
tative value might not do all that much harm because the core
finding is pretty much the same with or without HARKing—a
very strong effect. It is clear, however, that this is not a situation
we normally deal with in management (e.g., strategic manage-
ment studies) and applied psychology researches. For example,
Bosco et al. (2015) and Aguinis et al. (2011) have shown that the
great majority of relations are in a range that would best be
described as small to modest. For example, the 80th percentile
of all of the uncorrected correlations (more than 147,000) exam-
ined by Bosco et al. (2015) is 0.36, and half are in the range of
0.07 to 0.32. This is, unfortunately, a range of values where
cherry-picking and question trolling have the greatest potential
to materially distort results.

In closing, we distinguished various forms of HARKing
and our results offer information about when and why various
forms of HARKing are more or less likely to produce bias in
published results. This information is useful for authors as
well as editors and reviewers in terms of which forms of
HARKing are more or less detrimental and therefore which
forms of HARKing to avoid in which specific situations.
We also offer suggestions for consumers of research
(e.g., skepticism in the presence of all supported hypothe-
ses—especially when the sample size is small). Overall, we
hope our work will help the field move forward regarding the
important conversation of the credibility and trustworthiness
of our research results.
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Appendix. R Codes Used in Simulation Studies

The codes below calculate the expected results if 100% of
studies engage in either cherry-picking or question trolling.
The final estimates of the values expected if some proportion

of all studies involve either cherry-picking or question trolling
are obtained by calculating the weighted average (weighted by
estimated prevalence) of the values produced by the codes
below and the expected value of R = 0.20 if there is no
cherry-picking or question trolling.

R code for cherry-picking

14 J Bus Psychol (2019) 34:1–17

ES<-.20

outvector<-1:1000

harkvector<-1:10

nvector<-c(100,120,140,160,180,200,220,240, 260, 280)

harkarray<-array(1:100, dim=c(10,10))

for (l in 1:10){ 

se<-1/(sqrt(nvector[l]-3))

harkarray[l,1]<-nvector[l]

for (j in 2:10) { 

for (i in 1:1000) {

R1<- rnorm(1,ES,se)

R2<- rnorm(1,ES,se)

R3<- rnorm(1,ES,se)

R4<- rnorm(1,ES,se)

R5<- rnorm(1,ES,se)

R6<- rnorm(1,ES,se)

R7<- rnorm(1,ES,se)

R8<- rnorm(1,ES,se)

R9<- rnorm(1,ES,se)

R10<- rnorm(1,ES,se)

rvector<-c(R1,R2,R3,R4,R5,R6,R7,R8,R9,R10)

rselvector<-sample(rvector,j)

}

#find z prime value needed for significance for each N

# 

for (j in 1:10){ 

se<-1/(sqrt(nvector[j]-3))

minval[j]<-1.96*se

}

rval<-max(rselvector)

outvector[i]<- fisherz2r(rval)

}

harkarray[l,j]<-mean(outvector)

}

} 

write.csv(harkarray,file="File Location")



R code for question trolling

ES<-.203

N<-100

outvector<-1:1000

escvector<-c(.10, .14, .18, .19, .20, .20, .21, .23, .25, .29)

esvector<- fisherz (escvector)

indexvector<-c(1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10)

nvector<-c(100,120,140,160,180,200,220,240, 260, 280)

harkarray<-array(1:100, dim=c(10,10))

for (l in 1:10){ 

se<-1/(sqrt(nvector[l]-3))

harkarray[l,1]<-nvector[l]

for (j in 2:10) {

for (i in 1:1000) {

subsvector<-sample(indexvector)

i1<-subsvector[1]

i2<-subsvector[2]

i3<-subsvector[3]

i4<-subsvector[4]

i5<-subsvector[5]

i6<-subsvector[6]

i7<-subsvector[7]

i8<-subsvector[8]

i9<-subsvector[9]

i10<-subsvector[10]

R1<- rnorm(1,esvector[i1],se)

R2<- rnorm(1,esvector[i2],se)

R3<- rnorm(1,esvector[i3],se)

R4<- rnorm(1,esvector[i4],se)

R5<- rnorm(1,esvector[i5],se)

R6<- rnorm(1,esvector[i6],se)

R7<- rnorm(1,esvector[i7],se)

R8<- rnorm(1,esvector[i8],se)

R9<- rnorm(1,esvector[i9],se)

R10<- rnorm(1,esvector[i10],se)

rvector<-c(R1,R2,R3,R4,R5,R6,R7,R8,R9,R10)

rselvector<-sample(rvector,j)

rval<-max(rselvector)

rval1= fisherz2r(rval)

outvector[i]<-rval1
}

harkarray[l,j]<-mean(outvector)

}

}

write.csv(harkarray,file="/Users/kevinmurphy/Desktop/hark.csv")

Note: the code above is for a distribution with a mean of .20 and SDρ of 05.

For SDρ = .10, use

escvector<-c(.03,.09, .14, .18,.20,.21, .23, .27, .32, .39)

For SD=.15, use

escvector<-c(-.06,.02, .07, .15, .19, .21, .24, .33, .35, .46)
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